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Class determines which skills are primary and which are 
secondary (and this determines your skill point allot-
ment). Characters get !" skill points for each of their pri-
mary skill groups and # for each of their secondary skill 

groups. In some cases 
your class may make 
an exception to this 
rule. Social Class also 
results in bonuses and 
penalties (each de-
scribed in individual 
entries). 

Roman society 
is quite hierarchical; 
individuals occupy a 

speci$ c place within that hierarchy. For the purpose of 
playability, the social classes of the early principate (and 
the rights and rules that go with them) have been greatly 

simpli$ ed. In reality there were more than $ ve classes and 
their roles were not as cut and dry as we present them to 
be. Gamemasters and Players wishing to add more real-
ism can draw from the chapter titled “Caligula’s Rome,” 
or pursue the suggested reading material in C!"#$%& V: 
R'(()(* S%&+"($, -. G")',. 

% ough there are wealth requirements for entrance 
into a given class when the census is taken, class is still very 
much of function of one’s family standing. An Equestrian 
can rise to the level of a Senator, but he will always be 
viewed as a “new man.” 

Social Class can be selected (this is the default meth-
od) or rolled randomly using Table /./,

A !"#$ %&"'# #($ #$)* P+$&$,%!: In ancient 
Rome, the word Plebeian simply meant anyone not born 
into a Patrician family. % e patricians were the old heredi-
tary aristocracy of the early Republic. By &' AD, the vast 
majority of consuls, praetors, as well as many Senators and 

T!"#$ %.&: O''()!*+,- T!"#$

Occupation Bene0 t/Restriction
Actor 1 Point Deception or Command: Restricted to Slaves, Peregrini 
Administrator 1 Point Institutions: Any; Available to all classes 
Advisor 1 Point Deception or Reasoning; Available to all classes
Astrologer 1 Point in Divination: Available to all except Women and Senators
Assassin 1 Point in Stealth 
Captain 1 Point Sail or Command; Restricted to male Equestrians, Plebeians, Peregrini
Cra! sman 1 Point Trade; Available to all except Senators 
Farmer 1 Point in Survival: Agriculture; Available to all
Fisherman (Piscator) 1 point Swim; Available to all except Senators (Women rare)
Grammarian (Grammaticus) 1 Point in 2 Languages; Restricted to male Slaves and Peregrini
Historian (Historicus) 1 Point in 2 Histories; Restricted to male Senators and Equestrians

Gladiator 1 Point Wrestle or Light Melee or 1 Combat Technique; Restricted to Slaves, Peregrini, 
Plebeians

Merchant (Mercator) 1 Point Trade; Available to all except Senators 
Musician (Musicus) 1 point Talent: Perform or Talent: Singing; Restricted to Slaves and Peregrini
Rider 1 point Ride; Available to any class 
Scribe (Scriba) 1 Point Talent: Scribing; Restricted to Slaves and Peregrini
Soldier (Miles) 1 Point Light or Medium Melee or 1 Combat Technique; Available to all males except slaves
Philosopher (Philosophus) 1 Point in 2 Philosophies; Restricted to Senators, Equestrians, Peregrini (women rare)

Poet (Poeta) 1 Point Talent: Reciting or Talent: Writing; Restricted to Senators, Equestrians, and Peregrini 
(women rare)

Politician (Politicus) 1 Point Rhetoric and Law; Restricted to male Senators, Equestrians (some Plebeians and 
Peregrini)

Prostitute (Meretrix) 1 Point Empathy; Restricted to Peregrini and Slaves
Priest (Sacerdos) 1 point in Ritual; Restrictions depend on Religion in question 
Teacher of Rhetoric (Rhetor) 1 point in Rhetoric; Restricted to Senators, Equestrians, Plebeians
Sailor 1 point in Sail; Restricted to Plebeians, Peregrini, Slaves (females rare) 

Table 2.2: Social Class
2d10
Senatorial Order 2–5
Equestrian Order 6–9
Plebeian 10–14
Peregrini15–18
Slave 19–20
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Similar to social class, ancestry deals with your place of or-
igin and family/clan. It is generally easier to interact with 
people of similar ancestry and lineage. ! ere are count-
less ancestries to choose from, though it’s a fair bet most 
Characters in a campaign will be of Roman stock. First 
you select your place of origin (or your family’s) then you 
select family or clan. 

!..@;,?4:9
! is is what your Character did during his formative years; 
it may even still be his occupation. ! ere are dozens of oc-
cupations available and they all provide one bonus rank in 
a skill (two bonus ranks in the case of Knowledges).  Play-
ers and Gamemasters may invent their own occupations 
when needed. 

%4?70>
! ese are o"  cial titles or positions in the Empire and they 
do have some overlap with Occupation. For example, a 
Character could take “priest” for Occupation and later 
be appointed as a Ponti#  (a priestly position). Titles do 
not provide any mechanical bonuses but are still very im-
portant because they bestow political/social/religious au-
thority. Characters do not start out with titles; they must 
be earned. 

#07424:9
Religion is very important. In S!"#$%&' () G$*+', the 
gods are real. ! ey speak their will to humanity and occa-
sionally intervene. ! e gods (or god) you worship will mat-
ter as the campaign progresses. 

$6477>
S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is a skill-based game. Skills represent 
a Character’s physical, mental, and emotional qualities or 
training. All skills are divided into six groups: Defense, Com-
bat, Physical, Mental, Specialist, and Knowledge. ! e higher 
a Character’s pro$ ciency rating in a skill, the better he is at it.

�C;0=?4>0
Expertise represents a Character’s specialized training, fo-
cus, or natural talent, and provides an extra d%& on Skill 
Rolls in the right circumstances.

�:8-,?�%0.394<@0>
While not a combat-focused game, S!"#$%&' () G$*+'
introduces a new mechanic to T,! N!&-(". S/'&!0
called Combat Techniques. ! ese are meant to give Char-
acters a little added color and style in combat. ! ey allow 
Characters to take a more defensive or aggressive approach 
to combat, or to focus more on speed and accuracy. Like Ex-
pertise, Combat Techniques usually provide a %d%& bonus to 
Skill Rolls (like Expertise), but are based on di# erent condi-
tions (and they can stack with Expertise bonuses).  

'4.0>
! ese are your Character’s ' aws. Vices provide a small 
skill point bonus during character creation. 

�@.?:=4?,>
! is represents your Character’s leadership and moral au-
thority. Auctoritas is very important in the Roman world. 
One cannot advance without Auctoritas. It is used to call 
on favors from Allies, and to make appeals to courts, gov-
ernors, and the emperor. 

�7740>
! ese re' ect the Client-Patron arrangements common in 
Rome during the $ rst century AD. Clients and Patrons are 
more important in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' than in other 
Network games. ! is is a complex system of relationships 
where a person of means (the Patron), takes another man 
under his auspices (the Client). When you select your Al-
lies, you take them from a broad listing of categories (Mili-
tary, Political, Social, etc.), and you tag them as either your 
Clients or your Patrons. ! is is strictly meant to simulate 
the Patron-Client system; other alliances between Char-
acters are possible but handled by roleplaying. 

!?30=��0?,47>
In addition to previous information, you will also need a 
name for your Character, his starting wealth, and a his-
tory and personality. ! e last two are entirely up to you; 
the $ rst two are described in some detail in Chapter Two: 
Character Creation. 

�/A,9.0809?
Characters can earn up to three Experience Points (XP) 
each adventure. When the Characters successfully com-
plete a major challenge (such as completing an adventure) 
they all receive one XP. When individual Characters meet 
major personal goals or advance in some signi$ cant fash-
ion (such as becoming consul or restoring honor to their 
family), they earn one XP. When individual Characters 
performs a truly remarkable or heroic feat (such as saving 
the emperor) they earn one XP. Characters should never 
be given more than three XP for each adventure (and 
three should only be given rarely).

Once a Character has amassed enough experience, he 
can purchase Skills, Allies, Expertise, and Combat Tech-
niques Table 1.1.

T!"#$ %.%: A&'!()$*$(+ C,-+

10 XP Increase a skill by 1 point
5 XP One new Ally
5 XP One new Expertise
10 XP One new Combat Technique
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census-taking, and the registry. ! is position is only held 
by the Emperor. 

P!"#$%&'(!$()': Promagistrates are non-magis-
trates who function as magistrates. Usually they are by 
appointment. 

G!"#$%!$& (P!"*"+',-' '%( L)%$()'): ! e 
Empire is divided into imperial provinces and Senatorial 
Provinces. Senatorial provinces are managed by the Sen-
ate, who also appoint their governors (called Proconsul 
Provinciae) from the Senatorial Order. Imperial provinces 
are under the control of the Emperor, who also appoints 
their governors (called Legati Augusti pro Praetor), either 
from the Equestrian or Senatorial Order.

%30��@=>@>��:9:=@8
! e Cursus Honorum is a career path through the di" er-
ent magistrate positions. In the Empire, magistrates are 
o#  cials elected by the Senate or appointed by the Emper-
or. ! ese positions are typically available to the Senato-
rial Order and the Equestrian Order (though Equestrians 
generally must go through the Emperor to obtain magis-
trate posts). Each step in the Cursus Honorum is associ-
ated with an age, which is the minimum requirement for 
that position. ! e age requirements were di" erent under 
the Republic. A$ er achieving Consulship or Praetorship, 
Senators can expect to serve as governors.

#07424:9
Select the religion your Character follows. ! ere are many 
religions to choose from in the Roman world, but the 
Romans are more tolerant of some than of others. Here 
is a brief list of possible religions, which is by no means 
exhaustive. More information on religion can be found in 
Chapters X and XI. 

R!)'% P'%*+#!%: You are a good Roman who ob-
serves the rituals and practices associated with the Roman 
gods. 

C+$,&*,'%,*-: ! is is still very much a Jewish sect 
during the reign of Caligula. ! e date of Jesus’ death is 
estimated to be around %% to %& AD and Christianity re-
mains connected to its Judaic roots. For convenience it is 
treated separately from Judaism. 

C#.*,/ P'%*+#!%: You worship the pantheon of 
the Gauls or other barbarian peoples. 

J0(',&): Followers of a single god from the province 
of Judea. 

T+# E1-2*,'% P'%*+#!%: You follow the gods of 
the Egyptian pantheon. 

C0.* !3 I&,&: ! is is a cult throughout the Empire 
that worships the Egyptian goddess Isis.

T+# G$##4 P'%*+#!%: You worship the gods of 
the Greek pantheon, similar in many ways to Roman Pan-
theon.

C0.* !3 M,*+$': You worship Mithra, the Persian 
god of truth, symbolized by the sun. ! is cult appeals 

mostly to soldiers and merchants. 
C0.* !3 C-5#.#: You worship the Greek fertil-

ity goddess Cybele. ! is cult is viewed with suspicion by 
Romans, particularly for its practices of priestly castration 
and self-' agellation. 

C0.* !3 B'/+0&: A mystery cult of the pleasure 
god Bacchus. Made up mostly of women and known for 
its elaborate orgies. 

C0.* !3 N#2*0%#: Only the most sinister Charac-
ters should be members of this dark order. ! ese are the 
Minions of Neptune and enemies of the Empire. 

C0.* !3 O$2+#0&: A mystery cult devoted to poet 
Orpheus. Known for their mystical teachings about rein-
carnation, the divinity of human souls, and their proscrip-
tion for the ascetic lifestyle.

�@.?:=4?,>
Auctoritas is very important in Rome. It re' ects one’s 
moral authority and in' uence in the community. It is a 
source of political power, social power, and the reason 
men like Octavian rose to such heights. All Characters, 
regardless of Social Class, begin with ( Auctoritas. ! e 
higher classes have more opportunities to advance, how-
ever. 

! e Auctoritas roll is very simple: roll the number of 
d)(s equal to your Auctoritas (for ( roll *d)( and take the 

lowest). So if you have ) Auctoritas, roll )d)(, * Auctori-
tas, roll *d)(, % Auctoritas, roll %d)(, etc. ! is roll is made 
against either a set Target Number of & (in the case of fa-
vors), or determined by the Gamemaster (in the case of 
appeals). Like Skill Rolls, you must equal or exceed the 
Target Number in order to succeed on your Auctoritas 
roll. 

F'"!$&: In S!"#$%&' () G$*+', Auctoritas has 
very speci+ c uses and represents your Character’s in' u-
ence over Allies and Institutions. Anytime you call upon 
an Ally for a favor, make an Auctoritas roll to determine 

T'5.# 6.7: C0$&0& H!%!$0)

Vigintivir 18

Senior Tribune (tribunus laticlavius) 20 

!uaestor 25

Aedile or Tribune 27

Prefect 30

Propraetor 30

Procunsul 30

Praetor 30

Consul 32

Legion Commander (Legatus Legionis) 32

Governor of Imperial Province (Legatus Augusti pro Praetor)

Governor of a Senatorial Province (Proconsul Provinciae)
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whether that person can meet the request. Make the Auc-
toritas roll against a Target Number of !. If you meet or 
exceed the number, your Ally agrees to help.

H!"!# $"% &'( L$): Auctoritas rolls should also 
be made when Characters dishonor themselves in some 
way. Success or failure provides the GM with general 
guidance on whether they make it through the situation 
unscathed. A Character that fails may be subject to politi-
cal or social pressure to make restitution or even commit 
suicide. " ese rolls should also be made by Characters that 
violate Roman law and get caught. On a failure, charges 
would likely be leveled against the Character. " is is not 
meant to replace roleplaying, simply to enhance it, or to 
# ll in when the transgressions are abstract enough that 
they can’t be resolved through simple interaction with 
NPCs. In these cases the Target Number should be a TN 
set by the GM. 

A**($+,: Characters who have the right to appeal 
their cases to magistrates (Roman Citizens) should make 
Auctoritas rolls when they do so against a TN set by the 
GM. On a success their appeal is met with open ears and, 
provided the case against them isn’t concrete, freedom. 
On a failure the verdict is rendered against the Character. 

�/A,9.0809?
Auctoritas should advance through merit and rank. Char-
acters who advance the interests of Rome through public 
campaigns (whether they be military, social or political) 
should receive a point of Auctoritas. " ose who bring 
shame to themselves, should lose a point of Auctoritas. As 
a general rule, Auctoritas advances slowly and few Char-
acters should ever achieve ! ranks in Auctoritas. For this 
is the level of Auctoritas possessed by men like Augustus. 

$6477>
At its core, S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is a skill-based game. 
Skills re$ ect what your Character can do, and they are oc-
casionally improved by Expertise. At character creation 
(unless otherwise stated by your Social Class) you get %&
points to spend in all your primary skills, and ' points to 
spend in all your secondary skills. 

S-.++, $#( %./.%(% ."&! ,.0 1#!2*,: Defense, 
Combat, Knowledge, Specialist, Physical, and Mental. 
Defense skills are used to protect from physical attacks 
or attempts to in$ uence your decisions. Combat skills 
are used to # ght and include all the broad categories of 
weapons available in the game. Knowledge skills deter-
mine how much your Character knows about a topic, like 
Philosophy or the Roman Military. Specialist skills are 
areas of specialized training that require experience and 
guidance to master. Physical skills are athletic in nature, 
allowing Characters to swim or sail. Mental skills re$ ect 
a Character’s wits and social graces, and they are used to 
in$ uence people or take inventory of one’s surroundings. 

D(3(",( S-.++,: Defense skills are special in S!"-
#$%&' () G$*+' and they don’t function like the other 
skill groups. Use these to defend against attacks (whether 
social or physical in nature). Unlike the other skills, De-
fenses are passive, meaning you don’t roll them, but in-
stead use them to establish a defense number against other 
peoples’ rolls. For example, if someone tries to attack your 
Character with a gladius, they would make a Small Arms 
roll (rolling a number of d%( equal to their rank in the 
skill) against your Parry score. If one of their rolls meets 
or exceeds your Parry, then you are hit. 

C!45$& $"% N!"-C!45$& S-.++,: Another im-
portant distinction in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is between 

T$5+( 6.7: S-.++ L.,&

Defenses Combat Skills Physical Skills

Hardiness Wrestling Athletics
Stealth Light Melee Speed
Evade Medium Melee Muscle
Parry Heavy Melee Endurance

Resolve Small Ranged Swim
Wits Large Ranged Ride/Sail

Mental Skills Specialist Skills Knowledge Skills

Command Trade History
Rhetoric Medicine Places

Deception Survival Law
Empathy Talent Institutions

Reasoning Divination Religion
Detect Ritual Language

Sorcery Philosphy
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Combat Skills and Non-Combat skills. All these skills 
are active (rolled) against a Target Number. In the case of 
Combat Skills, success leads to a damage roll. In the case 
of Non-Combat, success leads to some other event in the 
game (i.e. successfully jumping the fence, or correctly di-
vining the will of the gods). 

"@=.3,>492�$6477>
Your primary and secondary skills are determined by your 
Social Class. When you select your Social Class, you assign 
your primary and secondary skill groups. Your Occupation 
also provides a free bonus skill or two that should be noted 
down before you purchase the remainder of your skills. 

Spend !" points on each of your primary skill groups, and 
# on each of your secondary skill groups. So if your primary 
skill groups are Combat and Mental, you spend !" points in 
Combat and !" points in Mental (not !" points across both). 
You should get two primary skill groups, and the four re-
maining skill groups are secondary. Visit our website (Bed-
rockgames.net) for examples of character creation. 

Skill costs are cumulative (see chart). Every skill in 
S!"#$%&' () G$*+' starts with a ranking of zero and 
is raised by spending points. $ e cost to raise a skill is the 
rating desired, cumulative. So it costs one point to bring 
your Light Melee skill from % to !, and costs & to raise it 
from % to '. 

N!"#: You can also spend one character point for an 
Expertise (see Expertise later in this chapter). Expertise sim-
ply indicates advanced training or aptitude in a skill under 
the right conditions. When the conditions of your Exper-
tise are met, you gain a +!d!% bonus to your Skill Roll. 

$6477��@??492

Players may sacri( ce all their points in one skill group 
(Combat, Specialist, Knowledge, etc.) to spent extra 
points in another category. $ is is called Skill Gutting. 
$ e number of points gained depends on the category. 
Gutting Combat skills bestows a '-point bonus, while gut-
ting Non-Combat skills bestows " points. 

So a Player who decides to sacri( ce all his points in the 
Combat skill group would earn ' points to spend in an-
other skill group of his choice. A Player deciding to sacri-
( ce all his points in Knowledge (or any other Non-Com-
bat skill group), would earn " points to spend in another. 

Players may also put their earned points back into the 
gutted skill group. So a Player gutting his Combat skills 
could take his ' points and place them into Combat skills, 
like Hand-to-Hand and Small Arms. $ is is a less-than-
optimal use, but it can help Players achieve desired char-
acter concepts.

$6477�#,96492>
Skill rankings represent your Character’s level of competence 
in each skill. All rankings are between % and '. For Defenses 
you add a base number (see character sheet) to your ranking 
to arrive at your ( nal score. For all other skills, your ranking 
indicates how many d!% you roll when using the skill (for a 
rank of %, roll "d!% and take the lowest result). 

E$%&'(#: Appius has a rank of ' in Command, 
meaning he rolls 'd!% whenever he tries to persuade an-
other Character. For Resolve he has " ranks, which he 
adds to a base of & for a total Resolve rating of ). $ at is 
the number other Characters must meet or exceed when 
they use their Command or Rhetoric skill against him.

Here is a simple breakdown of what the di* erent skill 
rankings mean:

Skill % is below average or generally just not very ca-
pable. 

Skill ! is average or reasonably capable. 
Skill " is competent or above average.
Skill ' is greatly above average; the peak of capability.

T%)(# *.+: R#(#,%-" D#.#-/#/ 
Relevant Defense Skill Combat/Non-Combat Skill

Wits Empathy and Deception
Resolve Command and Rhetoric
Hardiness Damage Rolls
Stealth Detect
Evade Small Ranged, Large Ranged
Parry Wrestling, Light Melee, Medium Melee, Heavy Melee

T%)(# *.0: C1&1(%"2,# C!/" !. S32((/

Rank Cost Total Cost

0 0 0

1 1 1

2 2 3

3 3 6
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adds to a base of & for a total Resolve rating of ). $ at is 
the number other Characters must meet or exceed when 
they use their Command or Rhetoric skill against him.

Here is a simple breakdown of what the di* erent skill 
rankings mean:

Skill % is below average or generally just not very ca-
pable. 

Skill ! is average or reasonably capable. 
Skill " is competent or above average.
Skill ' is greatly above average; the peak of capability.

T%)(# *.+: R#(#,%-" D#.#-/#/ 
Relevant Defense Skill Combat/Non-Combat Skill

Wits Empathy and Deception
Resolve Command and Rhetoric
Hardiness Damage Rolls
Stealth Detect
Evade Small Ranged, Large Ranged
Parry Wrestling, Light Melee, Medium Melee, Heavy Melee

T%)(# *.0: C1&1(%"2,# C!/" !. S32((/

Rank Cost Total Cost

0 0 0

1 1 1

2 2 3

3 3 6

��
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! is chapter includes weapons, armor, items, hazards 
(such as poison), and transport (horses, chariots, ships, 
etc.). 

Starting wealth is listed in the Social Class section of 
character creation. Here we o" er some basic information 
on currency and wages. 

�@==09.D
Rome uses the following units of currency during the 
reign of Caligula:

Most items are listed in Denarii or Sesterces (occasion-
al items are listed in Asses). As a simple rule of thumb, #
Sesterces equal one Denarius. 

�3,;?0=��
�<@4;809?

T!"#$ %.&: C'()!*$ '+ R',$

Coin Aureus Value

Aureus (gold) !
Denarius (silver) "#
Sestertius (brass) !$$ 
As (bronze) %$$
Semis (brass) &$$
'uadrans (bronze) !($$

T!"#$ %.-: M')./#0 I)1',$

Occupation Denarii/Month

Administrator 20
Advisor 25
Astrologer 12
Centurion 300
Cra) sman 10
Fisherman 8
Grammarian 2
Historian 2
Gladiator 0
Merchant 20
Musician 8
Rider 18
Scribe 8
Soldier 30
Philosopher 3
Politician Varies depending on post
Praetorian Guard 70
Prostitute 12
Teacher 2
Sailor 6
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T!"#$ %.&: C'()!*$ '+ R',$
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! e monthly incomes of typical occupations per month 
are listed in T!"#$ %.&.

!-?,49492�(0,;:9>���
�=8:=

Most people don’t walk around with weapons in the Ro-
man Empire (especially things like swords and armor). 
Not only are arms expensive, they are di"  cult to come by 
and they are made to order (one doesn’t simply walk into a 
weapon shop to purchase a gladius or a pilum). 

For this reason, only Characters with the Soldier or 
Gladiator occupation know where to obtain and order 
arms. All other Characters need to roleplay the process of 

# nding someone to manufacture the weapons they want 
to buy. Also, weapons are very expensive, putting them out 
of the reach of many Characters. 

! e exceptions to this are very simple arms like cud-
gels, daggers (pugio), and makeshi$  weapons. ! ose are 
widely available and cheap. 

Also worth noting is many of the more unusual weap-
ons listed below (such as tridents and nets) were mostly 
limited to the arena. ! ese weapons were rarely ever used 
outside the gladatorial games (where they helped add 
character and color). 

(0,;:9>
! is is an overview of the weapons available in S!"#$%&'
() G$*+'. ! ey are divided according to skill group. 

T!"#$ %.% : W$!'() C*!+, 

Weapon Group Damage Accuracy Lethal Muscle Type Range/Reach Price/
Denarii

Unarmed Wrestling Muscle -1d10 No Blunt None
Spiked Gauntlet Wrestling Muscle +0d10 Yes Sharp 10

Bolo Light Melee No damage No None 30 34
Laso Light Melee No Damage No None 15 8
Net Light Melee No Damage -2d10 No None 10 14

Pugio Light Melee Muscle +0d10 Yes Sharp No Reach 20
Plumbatae Light Melee 1d10 Yes Sharp 30 18
Scissores Light Melee 1d10 -1d10 Yes Sharp No Reach 25

Vinewood Rod Light Melee Muscle +0d10 No Blunt No Reach 40
Gladius Medium Melee Muscle +1d10 +1d10 Yes 1 Sharp Normal Reach 60

Mace Medium Melee Muscle +1d10 Yes 1 Blunt Normal Reach 55
Axe Medium Melee Muscle +2d10 -1d10 Yes 2 Sharp Normal Reach 65

Trident Medium Melee Muscle +0d10 Yes 0 Sharp 10/Long Reach 45
Spatha Heavy Melee Muscle +2d10 Yes 2 Sharp Normal Reach 80

Verutum Medium Melee Muscle +1d10 +1d10 Yes 0 Sharp 50 30

Hasta Heavy Melee Muscle +2d10/ 
or Muscle Yes 1 Sharp 10/Long Reach 40

Pilum Heavy Melee 1d10 Yes 1 Sharp 50 20

R!)-$. W$!'()/

Composite Bow Small Ranged 3d10 +1d10 Yes 1 Sharp 100/200/300 100
Short Bow Small Ranged 2d10 Yes 0 Sharp 50/100/150 30

Manuballista Small Ranged 2d10 +2d10 Yes Sharp 50/100/150 90
Gastraphetes Small Ranged 2d10 +1d10 Yes Sharp 50/100/150 80

Sling Small Ranged 1d10 Yes Blunt 25/50/75 10
Carroballista Large Ranged 6d10 Yes Sharp 200/400/800 400

Polybolos Large Ranged 5d10 Yes Sharp 200/400/800 300
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U!"#$%&: When ! ghting, unarmed Characters do 
Muscle -"d"# damage. 

S'()%& *%"+,%# -".!+*%+/: $ ese are o% en 
worn by boxers in the arena. $ ey are simple leather gloves 
with spikes used for lacerating opponents. Damage: Mus-
cle +#d"#. 

�423?��0700
S0(//1#%/ (C"#2%# S31#&): $ ese short swords 

resemble a pair of open scissors, with the blade ending in 
two prong-like points used for catching weapons. $ is 
weapon can be used to disarm (see above). Damage "d"#, 
Accuracy -"d"#. 

P.-(1 (&"--%#): A standard Roman dagger. Dam-
age Muscle +#d"#.

P*.$4"+"% (D"#+): $ ese throwing darts are com-
mon in the ranks of the legions. Damage "d"#, range &# feet.

L"//1: No damage but takes away one movement on 
a successful attack and imposes a -"d"# penalty on Com-
bat/Physical skills. On a Total Success takes away two 
movement actions. 

N%+: More common in the arena, but also used for 
hunting. Nets are excellent for stopping an opponent in his 
tracks. No damage, but takes away two movement actions 
and imposes a -"d"# on all Physical/Combat Skills. On a 
Total Success the net takes away three movement actions. 
Accuracy penalty: -'d"#. 

B1*1: No damage but takes a single movement ac-
tion from the target for one round on a successful attack. 
On a Total Success it takes two movement actions. 

V(!%311& R1&: $ is is a rod used for discipline in 
the legions. Damage: Non-lethal Muscle +#d"#. It does 
non-lethal damage.  

�0/4@8��0700
V%#.+.$ ( J"2%*(!): $ ese are short throwing 

spears, typically used by the Roman legions before engag-
ing in Melee. Damage Muscle +", Accuracy +"d"#, range 
(# feet. Size: ) feet. 

G*"&(./ (M"(!5 "!& P1$'%(): A basic Roman 
stabbing sword. Damage Muscle +"d"#, accuracy +"d"#.

M"0%: Any type of weighted cudgel. Damage Muscle 
+"d"#.

A6%: Axes are very powerful but slightly di*  cult to 
wield. Damage Muscle +'d"#, Accuracy -"d"#. 

T#(&%!+: $ ese are harpoons ending in three pointed 
prongs used to catch and disarm weapons. $ ey are rarely 
used in combat outside the arena. Tridents can be used to 
disarm. Damage Muscle +#d"#, Reach ' spaces ("# feet). 

�0,AD��0700
S'"+," (L1!-/31#&): $ is is like a Gladius but 

longer. Traditionally, the Spatha is used by mounted com-
batants. Damage Muscle +'d"#.

H"/+" (+,#./+(!- /'%"#): $ is is a standard 
heavy spear used by the legions. To use a hasta e+ ectively 

T"4*% 7.8: H"5"#&/

Hazard Lethality Speed E! ect Medicine Skill TN Contagious Spread Defense Skills

Fire Hour Day Permanent 6 No 2d10 Evade P, C
Acid Hour Hour Permanent 7 No 2d10 Evade P, C

Plague Week Week Temporary 8 Yes 3d10 Hardiness P, C
Typhus Day Day Temporary 7 Yes 2d10 Hardiness P, M, C
Leprosy Year Month Permanent 9 Yes 0d10 Hardiness P

T"4*% 7.9: P1(/1!/

Hazard Lethality Speed E! ect Medicine Skill TN Brew Rating Potency Defense Skills

Standard Hour Hour Temporary 4 5 4d10 Hardiness All
Cyanide Hour Minute Temporary 8 8 4d10 Hardiness All

Belladonna Day Hour Temporary 7 6 2d10 Hardiness P,C
Hellebore Minute Minute Temporary 7 6 5d10 Hardiness P, C

Mushroom Day Day Temporary 6 5 3d10 Hardiness P, M
Aconite Day Minute Permanent 9 9 6d10 Hardiness P, C

Mandrake Day Hour Temporary 6 6 3d10 Hardiness P, M, C

��

reme has four. Long ships include the Hexareme, !uadri-
reme, the Trireme, and Librurnian (a scouting vessel). 
" ese are great for short bursts of speed, but aren’t intended 
for long regular voyages. 

$,47492�$34;>�
�9,A4>�:90=,=4,�

" ese are mainly merchant vessels used for transport of 
trade goods. For simplicity we also include river barges in 
this category. Merchant vessels can travel quite far in a day, 
but are slow for purposes of combat. 

V!"#$%! C&'()*: Regardless of vehicle, attacks are 
made in the following manner. " e rider or captain makes 
attacks using his Ride/Sail skill against the other vehicle’s 
Evade score. On a success he rolls his Vehicle’s damage 
against the target’s Hardiness (just like normal combat). 
Wounds are then deducted from the opposing vehicle’s In-
tegrity. So a green faction Charioteer attacking a blue fac-
tion Charioteer would roll his Ride: Chariot skill against 
the blue Chariot’s Evade. If he succeeds, the green Chari-
oteer then rolls his chariot’s damage against the other char-
iot’s Hardiness. If that succeeds, he deducts one from the 
enemy chariot’s Integrity (deducting one additional point 
for each Total Success). 

Ship combat should be handled by the M)++ C&'-
()* rules in C"),*!- .. However, you can use the 
method above with the modi# cation that damage is han-
dled by the type of weapon employed. 

$34;�(0,;:9>
Rostra (Ram): A ship equipped with a ram uses the 

Ship’s damage score for damage. However, the damage 
roll is an open roll. Furthermore, a smaller ship attacking 
a larger ship risks taking damage when it attacks. If it gets 
no successes on its damage roll, it loses one point of In-
tegrity for every increment of size di$ erence between it 
and its opponent. Once a ship rams another they remain 
entangled until either ship makes a successful Sail check at 
TN % to disengage. Rams su$ er a -&d'( accuracy penalty 
to attacks to simulate the di)  culty of one ship hitting an-
other in the ocean or sea. 

Harpax and Corvus (grappling harpoon and boarding 
plank): " is is a large, hooked harpoon that digs into a 
ship so it can be reeled in and boarded. " is is made like a 
normal attack but instead of damaging the ship, roll *d'(
against the ship’s Hardiness. On a success you start reeling 
in the ship and can board next round. On a Total Success 
you can board the ship immediately. 

Ballistae: " ese are # ve large bolts designed to punch 
holes in the hull. " ey do +d'( damage, and have a rage of 
&((/*((/%((. 

T)(%! /.0: T-)1+,&-*)*#&1

Vehicle Performance Handling MPH/day Move
Feet/Hex Evade Hardiness Integrity Damage Cost Denarii

Chariot !uadriga 4 60 MPH 40 120/24 6 5 2 3d10 1000
Chariot Triga 5 50 MPH 35 100/20 6 5 2 2d10 700
Chariot Biga 6 40 MPH 30 80/16 6 5 2 1d10 500

Cart 6 30 MPH 30 60/12 5 3 1 0d10 20
Hexareme 6 9 MPH 100 180/36 5 9 6 6d10 50,000

!uadrireme 7 8 MPH 100 160/32 6 8 5 5d10 30,000
Trireme 8 6 MPH 100 110/22 7 7 4 4d10 25,000

Liburnian 5 8 MPH 70 160/32 9 6 3 3d10 20,000
Merchant Vessel 5 6 MPH 135 120/24 6 6 3 2d10 18,000

Barge 6 5 MPH 40 90/18 5 5 3 1d10 15,000
Horse 4 40 MPH 40 80/16 6 4 2 0d10 300
Camel 5 30 MPH 35 60/12 5 3 1 0d10 400

Elephant 7 25 MPH 25 50/10 4 7 4 3d10 2000
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O! N"!-C"#$%& R"''(: For Non-Combat rolls, 
such as Rhetoric or Trade, a !" indicates a better-than-
expected result, and is called a Total Success. # ese are 
unique to each skill and to each situation, and subject to the 
Gamemaster’s judgment. Most skill descriptions o$ er some 
possible outcomes for Total Successes. However, the Game-
master should tailor them to individual circumstances. 

Rolling !"s for Target Numbers of !": If the Target 
Number for a Skill Roll is !" (and they can be), then roll-
ing a !" is treated as a Normal Success. To achieve a Total 
Success, the Player must roll an additional result of !". 
Players scoring a Normal Success against a TN of !" may 
roll an additional d!" to get a Total Success. 

�,;;492�?30� @8-0=>
To keep the dice pools under control, numbers and dice 
in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' are capped. No modi% ers or skill 
rankings will allow a Character to exceed this cap. 

All die rolls are capped at &d!". You may never roll 
more than six dice for any reason. You can get up to 'd!"
from ranks in skill, and 'd!" from situational modi% ers. If 
you roll (d!" for a skill due to an Expertise, then you can 
only get up to two more d!"s from other modi% ers. 

Defense Ratings and Target Numbers never go above !"
(under any circumstances). Penalties and bonuses cap at '. 

$0??492�%,=20?� @8-0=>
Every task has a Target Number, ranging from ) to !", 
which Characters must meet or exceed on their Skill Roll 
to accomplish successfully. Skills that are routine enough 
not to require a Skill Roll have an e$ ective Target of one 
(thus requiring no roll). Skills that are virtually impossible 
have a Target Number of !". When you perform an action, 
the Gamemaster uses the Setting Target Numbers Chart 
to assign the appropriate Target Number. 

�??,.6492����:A492�
!-50.?>

Characters may use their skills to attack objects and move 
them. Every object in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' has an Evade 
score, Hardiness score, and Weight. # ese things deter-
mine the di*  culty of attacking, damaging, and moving 
them. Use the Attacking and Li+ ing Objects Chart to cal-
culate the Target Number in such cases. 

O$)*+& T%,-*& N.#$*,: # is is the number 
Characters must meet or exceed to strike or li+  the object. 

Evade: To strike an object, Characters must make a 
Combat Skill Roll against its Evade score. # e object’s 
size and speed (if mobile) determine the Target Number 
to hit. Objects are identi% ed as Small, Medium, or Large 
(with larger objects being easier to hit) and Stationary, 
Moving, or Fast-Moving (with stationary objects being 
easier to hit). 

H%,/0!*((: To damage an object, a Characters must 
make a damage roll against its Hardiness. # e object’s Har-
diness score is determined by its mass and composition. 

W*0-1&: To li+  or move an object, Characters must 
make a Muscle roll against the TN that corresponds to 
its weight on the chart. Each number represents an incre-
ment of )" pounds. So li+ ing a )"-pound object is TN !, 
while li+ ing a !""-pound object is TN ,. 

%,6492��,8,20
Damage rolls are treated separately from attack rolls. 
Damage is determined by the weapon used, with each 
weapon having a Damage Rating of " to &d!". # is is the 
number of d!"s rolled for damage when using that weap-
on. # e target’s Hardiness score serves as the TN for this 
roll. Successes impart wounds on Characters and can be 
handled in one of two ways (see damage rolls below). 

T%$'* 2.3: S*&&0!- T%,-*& 
N.#$*,

TN Di!  culty
1 Routine
2
3 Simple
4
5 Challenging
6
7 Hard
8
9 Formidable 

10

T%$'* 2.4: A&&%+50!- & L06&0!- O$)*+&(

TN Evade Hardiness/Max 
Wound Weight (lbs)

1 Can‘t Miss Fragile 20 
2 Large Stationary " in Wood 40
3 Medium Stationary " in Stone 60
4 Small Stationary " in Metal 80
5 Large Moving " ick Wood 100
6 Medium Moving " ick Stone 120
7 Small Moving " ick Metal 140
8 Large Fast-Moving Reinforced Wood 160
9 Medium Fast-Moving Reinforced Stone 180

10 Small Fast-Moving Reinforced Metal 200

�	
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Surprise in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is very simple. When 
one Character surprises another he gets a free action 
(move or attack), a! er which normal Initiative is rolled 
and combat begins. 

To surprise a Character, simply declare that you intend 
to do so, explaining to the Gamemaster any important de-
tails of your plan. At the moment surprise would occur, 
the target makes a Detect roll against your Stealth rating. 
If he fails you have surprise. If he succeeds, your attempt 
fails and normal combat can begin. 

As an optional rule, Characters with surprise may roll 
open damage against surprised targets. " is simply means 
they count all successes on their damage roll as wounds 
(see Damage for more information). 

�:8-,?�!;?4:9>
" e following rules help make combat more interesting 
and, when used judiciously, improve a Character’s chances 
of survival. 

+:90�:1��:9?=:7
Characters “control” the squares adjacent to their Char-
acter in combat. What this means is it is harder for other 
Characters to move freely in such spaces. E# ectively 
moving through a controlled square (or $ ve-foot space) 
consumes double your normal movement. So to move 
through a space adjacent to a foe is equal to two squares 
or ten feet (instead of % square or & feet). If a Character 
is using a weapon with long reach, his zone of control is 
doubled to ' squares or %( feet. 

" is penalty can be ignored at the cost of your defens-
es. If you choose to move through controlled space with-
out su# ering a movement penalty, you take a -' to your 
Evade, Parry, and Hardiness until your next turn. 

�7:>492��9���#0,.3
When combatants move in close enough for melee, this 
is an important moment in combat. " e round you or 
your opponent close in is subject to a reach modi$ er. " is 
means that when you step in so that you are close enough 
for a melee attack or adjacent to your opponent (or vice 
versa), the person with reach advantage receives a +%d%(

bonus to attack and the person with reach disadvantage 
receives an -%d%( attack penalty. " is modi$ er only lasts 
for the round that closing in occurs. 

W!"#$%& "'! ("')!* +,-. -.! /$00$+,%1
'!"2. 2"-!1$',!&: No Reach, Normal Reach, and 
Long Reach. You have reach advantage when you are at 
least one category better than your opponent. 

Weapons with long reach, while good during the clos-
ing-in round, su# er a -%d%( penalty to attack an adjacent 
foe (who gets a +%d%( bonus if his weapon has no reach or 
normal reach). 

On the round you take a reach advantage, you cannot 
move a! er attacking. 

�,.492��!;?4:9,7�
In S!"#$%&' () G$*+', facing is an optional rule most 
suited for gaming groups that use miniatures. It is still per-
fectly useable without miniatures, however, and helps to 
simulate being hit from the side or from behind. 

At the end of your turn, declare which direction you 
are facing: North, East, South, or West. Characters at-
tacked from behind or from the side su# er the following 
penalties:

From Behind: -' to Evade, Parry, and Hardiness. 
From the Side: -% to Evade, Parry, and Hardiness.
Characters can change their facing once during the 

round when it is not their turn. " is can be done anytime, 
even between an opponent’s move and attack. But it can 
only be done once o# -turn. Otherwise, facing can only be 
changed during a person’s turn. 

�:A0=
Using cover in combat really improves your chances of 
avoiding ranged attacks. It can also improve your chances 
of moving unseen. 

" e e# ect of cover is a bonus to your Evade and Stealth. 
In S!"#$%&' () G$*+', there are three degrees of cover: 
slight, medium, and full. An additional option is the prone 
position, which improves your chances of avoiding ranged 
attacks, but makes you easier to hit in Melee or Wrestling. 

When applying the following bonuses, remember the 
capping rule. Also remember that some of these can come 
from certain shields. 

S0,1.- C$3!': Small objects, such as tables or very 
low walls, provide slight cover. Characters with slight cover 
receive +% to Evade and Stealth. 

M!*,4( C$3!': Medium objects such as waist-high 
walls or carts provide medium cover. Characters with me-
dium cover receive a +' to Evade and Stealth. 

F400 C$3!': Objects that cover ) of a Charac-
ter’s body provide full cover. Standing behind a corner 
or crouching behind a mound are examples of full cover. 
Characters with full cover receive +* to Evade and Stealth. 

T.! P'$%! P$&,-,$%: One can simulate cover by 
crouching on the ground in a prone position to reduce 

T"50! 6.7: C$%*,-,$% M$*,/,!'&

Condition Bonus or Penalty
Good +1d10/+1
Ideal +2d10/+2

Perfect +3d10/+3
Bad -1d10/-1

Awful -2d10/-2
Miserable -3d10/-3
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On a success the party has an uneventful day of travel. 
On a Total Success the party manages to ! nd a shortcut or 
maximize their speed, moving double their normal rate. 
On a failure they have a combat encounter, a roleplaying 
challenge, or an environmental impediment. 

%=,A07
" e road system in Rome makes travel somewhat man-
ageable on foot. For the sake of simplicity, a Character on 
foot moving at normal speed can travel #$ miles in a day 
on a good road. Without a road, travel by foot is reduced 
to %$ miles (&'). Moving through rough or dangerous ter-
rain, a Character on foot can travel &$ miles in a day. 

" is principle applies to transports as well. On roads, 
horses, chariots, etc. move their full MPH/day. O( -road 
deduct &' from their MPH/day. In rough terrain deduct %'.  

�,8;,429��A09?�
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" ese are simple rules for managing complicated events 
inside a campaign. " ey all follow the same premise of an 
opposed dice pool roll. " ese mechanics are deliberately 
abstract to keep details and bookkeeping to a minimum. 
However, they don’t have to be applied in all cases. If ev-
eryone is game, there is nothing wrong with dealing with 
armies by using miniatures on a battle map. 

�=840>���(,=
Sometimes the Gamemaster needs a simple method for re-
solving large-scale combat so the game doesn’t get bogged 
down. " is is especially the case when Characters gain titles 
that give them command of the armies. Generally the focus 
in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is on investigation and politics, so 
the military events need to fade into the background. How-
ever, it is entirely possible to set a campaign on the German 
frontier or at the height of an uprising. Use the following 
tools to handle military combat. 

Combat between armies or naval forces functions like 
combat between Characters. Every army has a Combat Rat-
ing. When two armies collide, they roll their Combat Ratings 
against each other and the side with the highest single score 
wins. On a success, the army makes in) icts casualties, so the 
loser deducts one slot from its Strength (which works like 

wounds). On a Total Success it in) icts double casualties and 
the loser deducts % slots from its Strength. When an army’s 
Strength is depleted it is defeated. 

Combat between armies is also relative. " is system 
can be employed to judge a battle between forces as small 
as centuries or as large as legions. It can also be used to 
gauge combat between mismatched forces (a cohort 
against a small band of rebels or bandits, for example). 

�:8-,?�#,?492
" e attack rating of an army is between ' and *d&' and 
based on its size, its leadership, training, and resources. 
Combat Ratings start at %d&' but are raised or lowered by 
the following modi! ers. Attack ratings are always capped 
at *. 

$?=092?3
Strength is directly tied to size and functions like wounds. 
Most armies have a Strength of #. " is means they can take 
three casualty increments before being defeated. Modify 
based on the following:

Pre-Combat Skill Rolls: When PCs are in a position 
to rally the troops or to devise a clever plan of action, they 
should be permitted up to three Skill Rolls prior to combat. 
" ese can include giving a stirring speech (Rhetoric) to im-
prove morale, reinforcing discipline (Command), or even 

T!"#$%.&: A'( C)("!* R!*+,- M).+/+$'0
Forces smaller by at least half -!d!"
Forces roughly equal +"d!" 
Forces double size of enemy +!d!"
Forces triple size of enemy +#d!"
Forces quadruple size of enemy +$d!"
Less equipped -!d!"
Far better equipped +!d!"
Lesser training/discipline -!d!"
Greater training/discipline +!d!"
Lower morale -!d!"
Higher morale +!d!"
Tactical advantage +!d!"
Tactical disadvantage -!d!"
Favored by the gods +!d!"
Cursed by the gods -!d!"
Commander vows his life +$d!"*

T!"#$ %.1: A'(2 S*'$,-*3 M).+/+$'

Tiny (Band) -#
Small (Century) -!
Medium (Cohort) +"
Large (! Legion) +!
Enormous (# Legions or more) +#

T!"#$ %.%: T'!4$# & E,5)6,*$'0

Terrain TN
Road %

Hills/Rural &
Forest/Frontier '

Mountains/Ocean (

��

On a success the party has an uneventful day of travel. 
On a Total Success the party manages to ! nd a shortcut or 
maximize their speed, moving double their normal rate. 
On a failure they have a combat encounter, a roleplaying 
challenge, or an environmental impediment. 

%=,A07
" e road system in Rome makes travel somewhat man-
ageable on foot. For the sake of simplicity, a Character on 
foot moving at normal speed can travel #$ miles in a day 
on a good road. Without a road, travel by foot is reduced 
to %$ miles (&'). Moving through rough or dangerous ter-
rain, a Character on foot can travel &$ miles in a day. 

" is principle applies to transports as well. On roads, 
horses, chariots, etc. move their full MPH/day. O( -road 
deduct &' from their MPH/day. In rough terrain deduct %'.  

�,8;,429��A09?�
#@70>

" ese are simple rules for managing complicated events 
inside a campaign. " ey all follow the same premise of an 
opposed dice pool roll. " ese mechanics are deliberately 
abstract to keep details and bookkeeping to a minimum. 
However, they don’t have to be applied in all cases. If ev-
eryone is game, there is nothing wrong with dealing with 
armies by using miniatures on a battle map. 

�=840>���(,=
Sometimes the Gamemaster needs a simple method for re-
solving large-scale combat so the game doesn’t get bogged 
down. " is is especially the case when Characters gain titles 
that give them command of the armies. Generally the focus 
in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is on investigation and politics, so 
the military events need to fade into the background. How-
ever, it is entirely possible to set a campaign on the German 
frontier or at the height of an uprising. Use the following 
tools to handle military combat. 

Combat between armies or naval forces functions like 
combat between Characters. Every army has a Combat Rat-
ing. When two armies collide, they roll their Combat Ratings 
against each other and the side with the highest single score 
wins. On a success, the army makes in) icts casualties, so the 
loser deducts one slot from its Strength (which works like 

wounds). On a Total Success it in) icts double casualties and 
the loser deducts % slots from its Strength. When an army’s 
Strength is depleted it is defeated. 

Combat between armies is also relative. " is system 
can be employed to judge a battle between forces as small 
as centuries or as large as legions. It can also be used to 
gauge combat between mismatched forces (a cohort 
against a small band of rebels or bandits, for example). 

�:8-,?�#,?492
" e attack rating of an army is between ' and *d&' and 
based on its size, its leadership, training, and resources. 
Combat Ratings start at %d&' but are raised or lowered by 
the following modi! ers. Attack ratings are always capped 
at *. 

$?=092?3
Strength is directly tied to size and functions like wounds. 
Most armies have a Strength of #. " is means they can take 
three casualty increments before being defeated. Modify 
based on the following:

Pre-Combat Skill Rolls: When PCs are in a position 
to rally the troops or to devise a clever plan of action, they 
should be permitted up to three Skill Rolls prior to combat. 
" ese can include giving a stirring speech (Rhetoric) to im-
prove morale, reinforcing discipline (Command), or even 

T!"#$%.&: A'( C)("!* R!*+,- M).+/+$'0
Forces smaller by at least half -!d!"
Forces roughly equal +"d!" 
Forces double size of enemy +!d!"
Forces triple size of enemy +#d!"
Forces quadruple size of enemy +$d!"
Less equipped -!d!"
Far better equipped +!d!"
Lesser training/discipline -!d!"
Greater training/discipline +!d!"
Lower morale -!d!"
Higher morale +!d!"
Tactical advantage +!d!"
Tactical disadvantage -!d!"
Favored by the gods +!d!"
Cursed by the gods -!d!"
Commander vows his life +$d!"*

T!"#$ %.1: A'(2 S*'$,-*3 M).+/+$'

Tiny (Band) -#
Small (Century) -!
Medium (Cohort) +"
Large (! Legion) +!
Enormous (# Legions or more) +#

T!"#$ %.%: T'!4$# & E,5)6,*$'0

Terrain TN
Road %

Hills/Rural &
Forest/Frontier '

Mountains/Ocean (
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On a success the party has an uneventful day of travel. 
On a Total Success the party manages to ! nd a shortcut or 
maximize their speed, moving double their normal rate. 
On a failure they have a combat encounter, a roleplaying 
challenge, or an environmental impediment. 

%=,A07
" e road system in Rome makes travel somewhat man-
ageable on foot. For the sake of simplicity, a Character on 
foot moving at normal speed can travel #$ miles in a day 
on a good road. Without a road, travel by foot is reduced 
to %$ miles (&'). Moving through rough or dangerous ter-
rain, a Character on foot can travel &$ miles in a day. 

" is principle applies to transports as well. On roads, 
horses, chariots, etc. move their full MPH/day. O( -road 
deduct &' from their MPH/day. In rough terrain deduct %'.  

�,8;,429��A09?�
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" ese are simple rules for managing complicated events 
inside a campaign. " ey all follow the same premise of an 
opposed dice pool roll. " ese mechanics are deliberately 
abstract to keep details and bookkeeping to a minimum. 
However, they don’t have to be applied in all cases. If ev-
eryone is game, there is nothing wrong with dealing with 
armies by using miniatures on a battle map. 

�=840>���(,=
Sometimes the Gamemaster needs a simple method for re-
solving large-scale combat so the game doesn’t get bogged 
down. " is is especially the case when Characters gain titles 
that give them command of the armies. Generally the focus 
in S!"#$%&' () G$*+' is on investigation and politics, so 
the military events need to fade into the background. How-
ever, it is entirely possible to set a campaign on the German 
frontier or at the height of an uprising. Use the following 
tools to handle military combat. 

Combat between armies or naval forces functions like 
combat between Characters. Every army has a Combat Rat-
ing. When two armies collide, they roll their Combat Ratings 
against each other and the side with the highest single score 
wins. On a success, the army makes in) icts casualties, so the 
loser deducts one slot from its Strength (which works like 

wounds). On a Total Success it in) icts double casualties and 
the loser deducts % slots from its Strength. When an army’s 
Strength is depleted it is defeated. 

Combat between armies is also relative. " is system 
can be employed to judge a battle between forces as small 
as centuries or as large as legions. It can also be used to 
gauge combat between mismatched forces (a cohort 
against a small band of rebels or bandits, for example). 

�:8-,?�#,?492
" e attack rating of an army is between ' and *d&' and 
based on its size, its leadership, training, and resources. 
Combat Ratings start at %d&' but are raised or lowered by 
the following modi! ers. Attack ratings are always capped 
at *. 

$?=092?3
Strength is directly tied to size and functions like wounds. 
Most armies have a Strength of #. " is means they can take 
three casualty increments before being defeated. Modify 
based on the following:

Pre-Combat Skill Rolls: When PCs are in a position 
to rally the troops or to devise a clever plan of action, they 
should be permitted up to three Skill Rolls prior to combat. 
" ese can include giving a stirring speech (Rhetoric) to im-
prove morale, reinforcing discipline (Command), or even 

T!"#$%.&: A'( C)("!* R!*+,- M).+/+$'0
Forces smaller by at least half -!d!"
Forces roughly equal +"d!" 
Forces double size of enemy +!d!"
Forces triple size of enemy +#d!"
Forces quadruple size of enemy +$d!"
Less equipped -!d!"
Far better equipped +!d!"
Lesser training/discipline -!d!"
Greater training/discipline +!d!"
Lower morale -!d!"
Higher morale +!d!"
Tactical advantage +!d!"
Tactical disadvantage -!d!"
Favored by the gods +!d!"
Cursed by the gods -!d!"
Commander vows his life +$d!"*

T!"#$ %.1: A'(2 S*'$,-*3 M).+/+$'

Tiny (Band) -#
Small (Century) -!
Medium (Cohort) +"
Large (! Legion) +!
Enormous (# Legions or more) +#

T!"#$ %.%: T'!4$# & E,5)6,*$'0

Terrain TN
Road %

Hills/Rural &
Forest/Frontier '

Mountains/Ocean (

��

taking the auspices or seeking favor with the gods (Divina-
tion or Ritual). ! e TN for such rolls should be ". A success 
indicates some kind of +#d#$ advantage (high morale, great 
training/discipline, etc.), but a failure incurs -#d#$ penalty 
(low morale, etc.). 

C!""#$%&' V!() *+) L+,&: ! is is a very special 
vow (called Devotio) made by some Roman commanders 
prior to battle. He essentially o% ers his life in exchange for 
victory. If a Character makes such a vow he will sacri& ce 
himself willingly during the battle (charging recklessly into 
enemy lines, etc.) and in exchange his side will get +'d#$
on their roll. ! is considered a very honorable way to die. 

A( er each roll-o% , both sides should be given a chance to 
make tactical changes, retreat, surrender, etc. before rolling again. 

�7,/4,?:=>����3,=4:?�
#,.0>

Gladiator combat and chariot races can o( en be played out 
normally in the game. Sometimes, however, you need an 
abstract rule to keep things fast and in the background. If 
the Characters gamble on an event, you don’t want to bog 
things down by playing out the event. 

For both gladiators and races, there is a simple method 
for resolving things in a timely manner. Each gladiator or 
charioteer involved in the event (and any animal participant 
as well) is assigned a performance score between $ and )d#$
based on his ability. ! ese are done in a series of iterations 
like rounds. Roll the performance score for each participant 
and whoever gets the highest result wins the & rst portion of 
combat and the other side takes a single wound. On a result 
of #$, he takes two wounds. Like normal Characters, gladia-

tors can take three wounds before dropping. A tie results in 
neither side taking a wound. 

Players can use underhanded methods to modify the 
Performance Score of participants (drugging, sabotage, etc.). 
! ese e% orts need to be played out in game, but if the Char-
acters succeed, they should get their bonus. It may also make 
things interesting to have the Players themselves make some 
of the Performance rolls so they can feel involved. 

T#-.& /.0: B#)& P&',!'"#$1& R#2+$3

Novice !d"!
Veteran "d"!

Crowd Favorite #d"!
Hardened $d"!
Champion %d"!

T#-.& /.4: P&',!'"#$1& S1!'& M!%+,+&'

Method Bonus
Drugging -#d"!
Sabotage -"d"!

Bribe
-"d"!

(#!! Sesterces.
One-time limit.)

Promise to buy freedom +#d"!
Promise of & esh +"d"!
Far better tactics +"d"!
Far worse tactics -"d"!
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taking the auspices or seeking favor with the gods (Divina-
tion or Ritual). ! e TN for such rolls should be ". A success 
indicates some kind of +#d#$ advantage (high morale, great 
training/discipline, etc.), but a failure incurs -#d#$ penalty 
(low morale, etc.). 

C!""#$%&' V!() *+) L+,&: ! is is a very special 
vow (called Devotio) made by some Roman commanders 
prior to battle. He essentially o% ers his life in exchange for 
victory. If a Character makes such a vow he will sacri& ce 
himself willingly during the battle (charging recklessly into 
enemy lines, etc.) and in exchange his side will get +'d#$
on their roll. ! is considered a very honorable way to die. 

A( er each roll-o% , both sides should be given a chance to 
make tactical changes, retreat, surrender, etc. before rolling again. 

�7,/4,?:=>����3,=4:?�
#,.0>

Gladiator combat and chariot races can o( en be played out 
normally in the game. Sometimes, however, you need an 
abstract rule to keep things fast and in the background. If 
the Characters gamble on an event, you don’t want to bog 
things down by playing out the event. 

For both gladiators and races, there is a simple method 
for resolving things in a timely manner. Each gladiator or 
charioteer involved in the event (and any animal participant 
as well) is assigned a performance score between $ and )d#$
based on his ability. ! ese are done in a series of iterations 
like rounds. Roll the performance score for each participant 
and whoever gets the highest result wins the & rst portion of 
combat and the other side takes a single wound. On a result 
of #$, he takes two wounds. Like normal Characters, gladia-

tors can take three wounds before dropping. A tie results in 
neither side taking a wound. 

Players can use underhanded methods to modify the 
Performance Score of participants (drugging, sabotage, etc.). 
! ese e% orts need to be played out in game, but if the Char-
acters succeed, they should get their bonus. It may also make 
things interesting to have the Players themselves make some 
of the Performance rolls so they can feel involved. 

T#-.& /.0: B#)& P&',!'"#$1& R#2+$3

Novice !d"!
Veteran "d"!

Crowd Favorite #d"!
Hardened $d"!
Champion %d"!

T#-.& /.4: P&',!'"#$1& S1!'& M!%+,+&'

Method Bonus
Drugging -#d"!
Sabotage -"d"!

Bribe
-"d"!

(#!! Sesterces.
One-time limit.)

Promise to buy freedom +#d"!
Promise of & esh +"d"!
Far better tactics +"d"!
Far worse tactics -"d"!

��

Wagers and bets should be handled by roleplaying. 
Characters can make bets based on odds (i.e. “Junius, I bet 
you that the ! racian can beat the Retarius. What do you 
say to odds of " to #?”) or wager in some other fashion (i.e. 
“Junius, I bet you the ! racian will trounce the Retarius. 
If my ! racian wins, you must dress as Jupiter for a day. If 
my man loses, I will swim across the Tiber.”). 

%30�$09,?0
Some campaigns may involve politics and the need to 
sway votes. Mostly this can be done by straight roleplay-
ing. However, some Gamemasters may want a quick and 
simple way to handle political machinations without get-
ting bogged down. 

Politics functions very simply, a dice pool roll-o$  similar 
to the Games and Army rules. In the Senate, there are always 
factions and most people are smart enough to heed the de-
sires of the Emperor on a given vote. When a given issue arises 
in the Senate or legislation is introduced, the Gamemaster 
should establish how many factions are involved the debate 
and what side each one is aligned with. Players that can sway 
factions or key members of the Senate can in% uence the out-
come of a vote. Each faction has a Vote score, which it uses in 
a roll-o$  against the other factions on a given issue. ! e base 
score for a faction is &d#' plus the following modi( ers. 

So a faction that has the support of the Emperor rolls )d#', 
while a faction that has the support of a Consul rolls "d#'. 

B!"#$%: Making a bribe of "',''' Sesterces or more 
can earn a faction +#d#' to its Vote. 

%30�':?0�#:77
Each vote assumes a number of sides. Even if two out of 
three sides agree, they each roll separately (though they 
are e$ ectively rolling together, this gets around the dice 
cap). Whoever rolls highest wins and gets their way. 

Senators get one opportunity to sway the Senate and 
pretty words are not enough to do so. In% uencing the Sen-
ate requires Auctoritas. For every faction involved, make 
an Auctoritas roll against TN *. On a success that faction 
is swayed to your position and votes accordingly. 

�3,=,.?0=�
�=0,?4:9�!;?4:9>

If you want a campaign that is more heroic or grittier, 
use these optional rules. ! ey make use of the specialized 
character sheets found at the back of the book. Normal 
Characters are made using the default S!"#$%&' ()
G$*+' sheet, but you can make Characters with the Epi-
cus and Tragicus sheets also. 

�;4.@>
Use this option for heroic campaigns where the Player 
Characters need to be more powerful than the average 
NPCs. Epicus Characters can take more wounds than regu-
lar Characters. When running an Epicus campaign give 
your Players the sheets marked Epicus. ! is gives them )
wound points instead of the normal ". Under this option 
minor NPCs (but not villains or major NPCs) only take 
one wound before being incapacitated (e$ ectively having 
two wound points like a Tragicus Character). 

%=,24.@>
Use this option for a gritty and realistic campaign, where 
death is commonplace. Tragicus Characters (using the 
Tragicus Character Sheet) only take two wounds before 
dying. In a Tragicus campaign, treat all NPCs and PCs as 
Tragicus (except in very special cases). 

T&#'$ (.): F&*+",- S+!$-.+/

Emperor +!d"#
Consul +"d"#
Praetor +"d"#
Faction has military support +"d"#
Faction has popular support +"d"#
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! ese are a military-style police force in charge of protecting 
the cities. ! ey were established by Augustus.  

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness "* 
Stealth #
Evade #
Parry "*
Wits "
Resolve $

K!% S&'(($
Wrestling: %d%&
Light Melee: %d%&
Medium Melee: 'd%&
Heavy Melee: 'd%&
Speed: 'd%&
Muscle: %d%&
Detect: 'd%&
Language (Latin): (d%&

E)*!+,'$!/C-./0, T!12#'34!$
Medium Melee-Gladius

E34'*.!#,
Gladius, Pugio, Hasta, Helmet, Small Shield, Lorica seg-

mentata

"=,0?:=4,9��@,=/>
! ese are the Emperor’s personal bodyguard and the palace 
guards. ! ey are also charged with keeping the peace of Rome. 

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness )* 
Stealth #
Evade ** 
Parry )*
Wits $
Resolve "

K!% S&'(($
Wrestling: 'd%&
Light Melee: 'd%&
Medium Melee: (d%&
Heavy Melee: (d%&
Speed: 'd%&
Muscle: 'd%&
Detect: (d%&
Language (Latin): (d%&

E)*!+,'$!/C-./0, T!12#'34!$
Medium Melee-Gladius, Heavy Melee-Hasta, Light 

Melee-Pugio

E34'*.!#,
Gladius, Pugio, Hasta, Helmet, Medium Shield, Breast 

Plate

T!"#$ %.&: U'"!( E()*+(,$' (R*## -.&/)

Roll Result

2 Noted personality or leader
3 Soldiers
4 Praetorians 
5 Centurions

6-8 Urban Cohorts
9-10 Street Merchants

11-12 ! ieves (use Bandit entry)
13 Drunk Soldiers (hostile)
14 Enemy (if appropriate)
15 Street brawl involving 1d10 people
16 Urban Cohort chasing criminal 
17 Politicians
18 Beggar
19 Performers
20 Minion of Neptune

	�

�7,/4,?:=
Each Gladiator is trained for a unique set of weapons and 
armor, so use this as a base and apply items as needed (for 
this reason the Gladiator’s Hardiness score does not ac-
count for armor).

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness !
Stealth "
Evade #
Parry !
Wits !
Resolve !

K!% $&'(($
Wrestling: $d%&
Light Melee: #d%&
Medium Melee: #d%&
Heavy Melee: $d%&
Speed: #d%&
Muscle: #d%&
Detect: %d%&
Language (Latin): #d%&

E)*!+,'$!/C-./0, T!12#'34!$
(One Expertise in favored weapon), (Two Combat 

Techniques as needed)

E34'*.!#,
As needed

":74?4.4,9
At their worst, politicians are the most treacherous and 
deadly adversaries the Characters will meet in Servants of 
Gaius. ' e demands of public o(  ce and the realities of Ro-
man politics make cunning opponents. Because the Cursus 
Honorum includes both administrative and military posts, 
politicians have some knowledge of the legions and combat. 

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness #
Stealth "
Evade "
Parry #
Wits )
Resolve )

K!% S&'(($
Wrestling: %d%&
Light Melee: %d%&
Medium Melee: &d%&
Heavy Melee: &d%&
Speed: %d%&
Muscle: %d%&
Detect: #d%&
Command: $d%&
Rhetoric: $d%&
Deception: #d%&
Reasoning: $d%&
Law (any three): $d%&
Institutions (Senate): #d%&
Institutions (Military): $d%&
Language (Latin): #d%&
Language (Greek): $d%&

T!"#$ %.&: R'!( E)*'+),$- (R'## &(./)

Roll Result

2 Soldiers and Centurions (part of legion)
3 Environmental Challenge
4 Traveling Merchants
5 Traveling Politicians

6-8 Bandits
9-10 Animal Encounter

11-12 Escaped Criminal 
13 Traveling Beggar
14 Slave Trader
15 Traveling Performers
16 Gladiator Camp
17 Monster Encounter
18 Minion of Neptune
19 Performers
20 Minion of Neptune
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Monsters are not suitable for every S!"#$%&' () G$*+'
campaign. ! ey should be used to taste, with more or less 
monsters in place depending on the overall level of fantasy 
desired. ! e following is a small sample of monsters pos-
sible in the Roman World. 

Unless otherwise stated, monsters use the same base 
speeds as humans. 

�09?,@=>
Centaurs are half-man, half-horse creatures said to be chil-
dren of Apollo and a nymph maiden. Excellent archers 
and warriors, Centaurs prefer life in the wilderness where 
they can hide from mankind. 

D!)!%'!'
Hardiness "
Stealth #
Evade $
Parry %
Wits "
Resolve &

K!, '-*..'
Medium Melee: 'd()
Small Ranged: %d()
Speed: %d()
Muscle: %d()
Endurance: 'd()
Detect: 'd()
Survival (Wilderness): %d()

Wounds #

P(/!"'
None.

�3480=,
! e Chimera is a strange creature with the head and body of 
a lioness, but with a serpentine tail that ends in a snake head, 
and a goat head emerging from its spine. She is capable of 
breathing * re on her foes and known for her great cunning. 

D!)!%'!'
Hardiness #
Stealth %
Evade %
Parry %
Wits +
Resolve "

K!, '-*..'
Breath: 'd()
Bite: %d() (see below)
Claw: 'd() ('d() damage)
Speed: 'd() (base %) feet)
Muscle: 'd()
Detect: 'd()

Wounds %

P(/!"'
Fire Breath: Anyone hit by the Chimera’s * re breath 

(use its Breath skill for the attack) su, ers 'd() damage 
and is exposed to the * re hazard. 

Snake Bite: ! e snake bite of the Chimera does (d()
damage and exposes anyone hit to standard poison (see 
equipment section). 

Lion Bite: ! e lion head of the Chimera in- icts %d()
damage. 

T!"#$ %.&: H'##(/R)*!# E+,-)+.$*( (R-## /012)

Roll Result

2 Environmental Encounter
3 Shepherd
4 Hostile Locals (use Soldier or Bandit Entry)
5 Farmers

6-8 Animal Encounter
9-10 Monster Encounter

11-12 Environmental Encounter
13 Bandits
14 Escaped Gladiators
15 Escaped Criminals
16 Minion of Neptune
17 Monster Encounter
18 Minion of Neptune
19 Performers
20 Minion of Neptune

	


�4;;:.,8;4�
! ese " erce sea creatures are said to serve as Neptune’s 
beasts of burden. ! ey resemble horses super" cially but 
are much more dangerous than land steeds. Hippocampi 
have wide heads and long bony snouts that open with row 
upon row of sharp teeth. ! eir bodies end in a long spiny 
tail, and are propelled through the water by four webbed 
" ns. 

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness #
Stealth $
Evade %
Parry #
Wits &
Resolve &

K!% $&'(($
Bite: 'd() (damage 'd())
Tail: (d() (damage %d())
Swim: %d() (base $) feet)
Speed: 'd()
Muscle: 'd()
Detect: (d()

Wounds %

P)*!+$
Hippocampi have no powers. 

�0?0,
Ketea are huge sea monsters who are a constant threat to 
sailors. Some believe they serve the god Neptune. ! ese 
monsters of the deep have a serpent-shaped body with a 
length of $) feet or more. ! eir backs are lined with poi-
soned spikes and their mouths open wide like a shark’s. 

D!"!#$!$
Hardiness *
Stealth &
Evade $
Parry %
Wits &
Resolve *

K!% $&'(($
Bite: %d() (damage &d())
Spines: (d() (damage (d() plus 'd() poison)
Swim: $d() (base &) feet)
Speed: (d()
Muscle: #d()
Detect: %d()

Wounds +

P)*!+$
Uncapped: A Ketea has a Hardiness of * to re, ect its 

vast size. 
Poison: ! e spines of the Ketea are poisonous. Anyone 

struck by the spines takes (d() normal damage followed 
by 'd() poison damage. ! ese are separate rolls; they can 
each add a wound on a Normal Success. 

T!"#$ %.&: F'($)*/F('+*,$( E+-'.+*$() (R'## /012)

Roll Result

2 Environmental Encounter
3 Monster Encounter
4 Bandits
5 Monster Encounter

6-8 Environmental Encounter
9-10 Animal Encounter

11-12 Barbarians or Raiders (use Gladiator or 
Soldier entry)

13 Animal Encounter
14 Monster Encounter
15 Minion of Neptune
16 Minion of Neptune
17 Monster Encounter
18 Minion of Neptune
19 Performers
20 Minion of Neptune
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